




PUMPKIN DECORATION  Assembly Instructions.

WHAT YOU'LL NEED: Scissors, Elmer's glue (or a glue stick), and a ruler or other straight-edge. 

ASSEMBLY: Begin by cutting out the FRONT piece. Each of the six tabs with yellow dots must be separated 
from the pumpkin on one side, by cutting where indicated in Figure 1.
Fold all of the tabs DOWNWARD, fold DOWNWARD between the four 'slices' of the pumpkin, and then fold 
DOWNWARD between all five panels of each 'slice'.
Glue the tabs with yellow dots to the unprinted side of their adjacent panels, and then do the same for the 
tabs with red dots. The FRONT piece should now resemble Figure 2.

Cut out the BACK piece and assemble in the same manner as we did the front piece. Also fold the top panel 
on the BACK piece DOWNWARD. Connect the BACK piece to the FRONT piece by gluing the green and 
blue tabs to the unprinted sides of the opposite panels, forming a globe as shown in Figure 3.

Glue the four tabs with purple dots (on the top panel) to the inside of the pumpkin, and also glue the three 
upper tabs on the pumpkin to the top panel, as shown in Figure 4.

Now cut out the two stem pieces. Fold the upper part of each stem piece UPWARD and glue the two pieces 
together as shown in Figure 5. Trim as needed. Then glue the stem to the top of the pumpkin, as shown in 
Figure 6.

Cut out the leaf by cutting around the outer black lines (don't separate the two sides). Fold DOWNWARD 
along the center line and glue the two sides together. Give the glue time to dry and then cut out the leaf. 
Trim as needed.
For a more realistic leaf: fold UPWARD along the center of the leaf, curve both sides gently downward, and 
then curve the edges back UPWARD as shown in Figure 7.

To attach the leaf to the stem, curve the leaf's stem downward and then glue to the pumpkin's stem as 
shown in Figure 8.

And that's everything! Your new pumpkin decoration is ready to display.


